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Dear Dr. Taylor: 

Thank you for your letter of July 14th regarding a qualified health claim for nuts. The 
International Tree Nut Council &u@ition &sear& &@ucation Pouirdation (INC NIXEF) would ;.,a**>. (“1 . r: > I*- w~rm<~$L<~“x 31 &,~ 
like to commend your office for its swift response to the consumer research that was presented at 
our July 7th meeting. We believe that the qualifier, “suggests but does not prove,” is much more 
consumer-friendly than language that uses the word “incon&sive’,‘. We appreciate the agency’s 
willingness to work with us to craft a claim that more. e,ffefGtively communicates the 
cardioprotective properties of nuts to American consumers. 

Your letter states that ,the agency will provide additional detail on your response to our petition 
within 60 days. The purpose of this letter is to provide comments on the existing qualified claim 
for your consideration during this period. 

It is requested that FDA clarify that whole or chopped nut m ixes that contain nut types cited in 
the petition that exceed the saturated fat disqualifying level (i.e. Brazil nuts, macadamia nuts, 
cashew nuts and some varieties of pine nuts), will qualify for the health claim provided they ^.“b/ .a*. ..m .\ . <AU 
meet the definition pf whole or chopped nuts and otherwise do not. exceed, the d&qualifying level 
for saturated fat. Many m ixed nut products currently in the marketplace contain such nuts, but 
do not exceed the satu@ed~fat&squalifier level. We believe the scientific information _ 
summarized in our petition supports the appropriateness of such products to bear the claim. In 
addition, use of the. claim on the- label ,or in labeling of such products will provide consumers 
with additional options to incorporate nuts into a heart-healthy diet. 
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It is also requested that FDA consider slightly altering its criteria with respect to enforcement 
discretion for nut-containing products. The current, criteria require that such products contain at 
least 11 grams of nuts and meet t&definition of a “low cholesterol” food in 21 C.F R. 0 S,.,‘ *. .~ ,1 . ,.+ _._ ., ,\~... 0 *x5 i.>.i.‘,, 8 i Vt’/*s.. _, ..,( 1” :,l, 
10 1.62(d)(2) and a “low-saturated Ifat” food, i-n 2 1 C.F.R. 5 10 1.62(c)(2). 

::- “4,s *‘,q-. 
We believe that the 

latter condition is unnecessary, Eleven grams of nuts that do, not exceed”the saturated fat.. 
disqualifier level contain-,0,42 - 0.85 grams of saturated fat. A.sa resu’f, the non-nut ingredients ^ _ .*_, F1, ,_ , . /, .” in such foods would b*e,+required to be virtually saturated fat free for the product to be eligible to 
bear the claim. INC NRjZF believes application of the definition for f’low ch$esteroJ”,is,, 
sufficient to ensure that such,products would not contribute excess~.~?(e:,.amounts of saturated fat ” “. ̂,.j”,, ,,- “.r^-~.l~*m_u^<-i.-.*, a,,,) ” “_^ 8 . , , 
because this definition limits.,both cl&esters1 andsattirated fat. According to 2 1 C.F.R. $ r II *il”,,“~~~“r,* “p”ib v, l*e*.*Yd.s a* 
101.62(d)(2)(ii)(B), “low-cholesterol” foods must contain 2 grams or less of sstmated, fatty acids 
per reference amount ,custo.nujly consumed.~(RACC). The application of this criterion would 
provide manufactures with a, sm”all amount of additional flexibility with respect to the non-nut _ OX “,-+. . .e- h”” Ihe. -*..x-I “<ai h,,ll h “#a I I.Mwr”-~.-IIu*~ _,_ 
ingredients that could be used, or allow such products to contain more than 11 grams of nuts per 
RACC. 

Finally, INC NREF is concerned about certain media reports characterizing nuts that are not . -1 L/ II . ..., _ ,m .,*q_.*, * .,_* 
included in the claim aspossible contributors to CHD. We believe this ch~acteri&o,n,is. 
incorrect. Such nuts were”included in the observational studies that. show nut consumers in the .,_ ,___ / ‘, .s *“-I .il\Y _a.” ^n*“,%P$‘:.**,. , ““Y < ‘PJ. .i;:lA*$ *a-. i;:. :.~?pp,*,.~ -*,. i”“‘V~.,~~~ rJ’r,<:: “““yg@q .L .*$ppJ:-.&),&~;; ;;,,, .” 
upper quintile had a 30-50% lower i,ncidence-of CHD than those m the lowest qumti P and one 

-i, . :.. 
,“. -I ,, sj j ,“_ <**ii * err >*a _y*‘ r:,.*iiri”(-r err*>*- ,,..ii*~““.,. ..* e, 

of these nuts (Macadamias) have been shown to lower T-C and LDL& in two controlled clinical - s 1 j_i/j* ~~.“̂ .,rr-,~Unr.rilcrLlr ‘i. “.rrir**rr- I~ “, ,_ 
trials (Curb et. rxl., 2000; Garg et. al., 2003) despite the fact that it exceeds the saturated fat II ,_ 
disqualifier level. 

We respectfully request that FDA acknowledge that there is no evidence to suggest that the nuts 
not included in the qualified claim increase the risk of C,HD,iniis forthcoming correspondence. 

Once again, INC NREF appreciates FDA’s very rapid response to the consumer research we 
provided. We also look forward to working with the agency in‘the future to pursue an 
unqualified claim, which we believe is supported by rapidly accumulating data. 

0 INC Nutrition Research,.& Education Foundation a_,._ _,^. > d/A ‘ I ,,“,*,‘/^_,c .c.a L_ , I ‘/ ,_/ / _‘X J ;, 
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